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Abstract

Spectral methods for analysis and design of digital logic circuits have been proposed

and developed for several years� The widespread use of these techniques has su�ered

due to the associated computational complexity� This paper presents a new approach

for the computation of spectral coe�cients with polynomial complexity� Usually� the

computation of the spectral coe�cients involves the evaluation of inner products of

vectors of exponential length� In the new approach� it is not necessary to compute

inner products� rather� each spectral coe�cient is expressed in terms of a measure of

correlation between two Boolean functions� This formulation coupled with compact

BDD representations of the functions reduces the overall complexity� Further� some

computer aided design applications are presented that can make use of the new spec�

trum evaluation approach� In particular� a spectral�based synthesis algorithm that

allows spectral coe�cients to be computed in an iterative manner is presented� The

proposed synthesis approach has the advantage that it can accommodate a wide variety

of constituent gates� including XOR gates� and complex sub�functions for realizing the

circuits�

� Introduction

The spectral information of a Boolean function yields information regarding the correlation

between the input variables and the output of the function� The exploitation of the spectral

data provides a sound mathematical basis for logic function synthesis ���� ����� However�

the primary drawback of spectral techniques is the large complexity associated with the

calculation of the spectrum of a Boolean function� The results of the research discussed

in this paper provide a new method for computing the spectrum of a function based upon

its output probability� By computing the spectrum in this manner� the complexity of the

calculations are greatly reduced since the coe�cients are obtained without evaluating inner

products� The use of circuit output probabilities in other endeavors in the �eld of digital
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systems engineering have yielded encouraging results� Some of these areas are veri�cation

����� analysis ����� and� testing �����

Recently� some e�cient spectral coe�cient calculation schemes have been developed by

other researchers� In particular� a method has been proposed that utilizes �integer valued�

binary decision diagrams �BDDs
 to represent the resulting spectral vector ��� ��� ���� This

technique requires the particular transformation matrix to be recursively de�ned or sparse in

order to generate the matrix product as a series of recursive computations� The complexity of

the spectral computation method presented here is comparable with the integer valued BDD

approach since a spectral coe�cient is computed in polynomially bounded time without the

requirement that the transformation matrix be recursively de�ned or sparse to preserve the

e�ciency of the computation�

Further� by using the approach in ��� ��� ���� some resulting integer valued BDDs may be

very large� particularly those with many di�erent spectral coe�cient values� This provides

the motivation for the development of algorithms to compute a single coe�cient� In �����

the method using integer valued BDDs described above has been extended to allow for the

computation of a subset of coe�cients� This technique allows for individual rows of the trans

formation matrix to be represented as integer valued BDDs and they are multiplied using

the method in ��� resulting in an integer valued BDD representing the subset of coe�cients

corresponding to the particular rows of the transformation matrix chosen� Our method can

be more e�cient for the computation of a single spectral coe�cient since it is only necessary

to compute the output probabilities of two BDDs and then compute the spectral coe�cient

directly instead of recursively building a resultant integer valued BDD�

Another fairly recent methodology allows for the computation of transform coe�cients

directly from a representation of a Boolean function as a set of disjoint cubes ���� �����

Unfortunately� as the number of inputs to the Boolean function grows� the corresponding

set of disjoint cubes can become extremely large� Our method has the advantage that the

function to be transformed is represented in a very compact manner requiring no product

terms in the representation�

In addition to the presentation of the new method for computing the spectral coe�cients�

a discussion of some applications using this method is provided� In particular� a new logic

synthesis algorithm is presented� This algorithm also o�ers other advantages in the synthesis

of digital logic circuits since it does not require a speci�c transformation matrix to be used�

As a result� this technique allows the XOR gate to be integrated into the resulting design as

well as other arbitrary gates or logic functions� In the past� most spectral synthesis algorithms

could only achieve this capability if the circuit to be designed was partitioned into linear

and nonlinear subcircuits ����� The synthesis algorithm presented here is very general in

that any set of subfunctions may be used to realize the desired function� A constituent

subfunction may include simple gates or more complex functions such as ANDORINVERT
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�AOI
� multiplexers� and small lookup tables�

Many synthesis systems provide only a minimized Boolean function as output� or� at least�

utilize Boolean expressions in the intermediate formation of the output netlist� The synthesis

method provided here di�ers in that no intermediate Boolean expressions are utilized� Thus�

this method does not rely on symbolic algebraic manipulation algorithms� The computations

are performed using graph algorithms to manipulate BDDs and �oating point arithmetic to

compute the circuit output probabilities and spectral coe�cients�

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows� Section � will provide a brief review

of circuit output probability expressions �OPEs
� and it will introduce a new algorithm for

the computation of a circuit output probability directly from a BDD representation� Next�

in Section �� the relationship between circuit output probabilities and spectral coe�cients

is mathematically derived� This derivation shows how the spectral coe�cients may be com

puted directly from the circuit output probabilities thus eliminating the need to compute

an inner product� Following the derivation� some applications of the use of spectral coe�

cients are described in Section 	� In particular� a new spectralbased synthesis algorithm is

presented and its relative merits are discussed� The incorporation of the e�cient calculation

of spectral coe�cients into the synthesis algorithm is presented along with an analysis of

the overall algorithm complexity and some implementation guidelines in Section �� Finally�

an example of the use of the synthesis algorithm is presented in Section � followed by some

conclusions�

� Output Probabilities of Combinational Logic Cir�

cuits

This section provides a discussion of circuit output probabilities by brie�y reviewing two

methods used to compute OPE expressions described in ����� Following the review� a new

method is developed that computes a circuit output probability using a BDD description as

input� Also� an example of a BDD for a speci�c logic function is presented� In the discussion

presented in the remainder of this paper� the following notation is used�

� Small case variables such as x�� x�� etc� denote Boolean variables that have logic values

of ��� or ����

� Upper case variables such as X��X�� etc� denote the probability that the corresponding

lower case Boolean variables are equal to a logic ��� value� These quantities are real

and exist in the interval ��� ���

� The operator symbol� ���� will refer to the Boolean OR operation or the addition of

real numbers depending upon the context of the equation in which it is used�
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� The operator symbol� ���� will refer to the Boolean AND operation� The absence of an

operator between two adjacent variables in a Boolean equation implies the presence of

the � operator�

� The operator symbol� ���� will refer to the multiplication of two real values� The

absence of an operator between two adjacent values in a realvalued equation implies

the presence of the � operator�

� The operator symbol� ���� will refer to the Boolean XOR operation�

� The operator� ��fg�� denotes the probability transform operator whose argument is

a Boolean function� It yields the probability that its argument is a logic ���� Unless

otherwise noted� it is assumed that the input variables to the Boolean function are

equally likely to be ��� or ����

The OPE of a combinational logic circuit is an algebraic expression that expresses the

probability that the circuit output is a logic ��� given the probabilities that the input

variables have the value of logic ���� It is possible to compute the OPE for a given circuit by

transforming its Boolean equation representation or by calculating the OPE from a schematic

diagram representation �����

In ����� an algorithm is given to compute the OPE directly from a Boolean expression�

This method requires the function to be expressed in a canonical sumofproducts �SOP


form and then each product is replaced by an expression for the probability that the product

is at logic ���� The canonical SOP form must be used since it is necessary for one and only

one product term to be at logic value ��� for a given input to preserve independence� The

rules in Table � are used to determine the probability expression for each product in the

canonical SOP form�

Table �� Rules for Transforming Boolean Operations to Probability Expressions

FUNCTION BOOLEAN EXPRESSION PROBABILITY EXPRESSION

Inversion x� ��X�

OR x� � x� X� �X� � �X� �X�


XOR x� � x� X� �X� � ��X� �X�


AND x� � x� X� �X�

Idempotence Property xi � xi Xi

This algorithm has a complexity that is exponential with respect to the number of input

variables since it requires the formulation of the canonical SOP form of the Boolean function�

	



As an example of this method� consider the function de�ned by the truth table in Figure

��

The canonical SOP form for this function is given in equation ��
�

f�x
 � x�x�x� � x�x�x� � x�x�x� ��


The resulting OPE using the rules in table � is given in equation ��
�

F �X
 � X�X� �X�X� �X�X�X� ��


A more e�cient algorithm for the computation of the OPE of a Boolean function is also

given in ����� This method requires the function to be represented as a logic diagram� In

this technique� each primary input� each internal interconnection� and the output is assigned

a unique variable name� Using the rules in Table �� each internal node is expressed as a

function of the primary inputs� This step is performed through subsequent substitutions

until an expression is derived for the output variable in terms of the primary input variables

thus forming the OPE� As an example� consider the logic diagram illustrated in Figure �

that is a realization of equation ��
�

Using the variables assigned to each interconnection and the rules in Table �� the OPE

can be derived as follows�

First� apply the rule for the AND operator�

D � AB ��


E � BC �	


Next� using the rule for the OR operator�

G � AB �BC �AB�C ��


Finally� the idempotence property rule is employed�

G � AB �BC �ABC ��


Notice that the idempotence property is particularly useful since it allows all exponents to

be dropped during the formation of the equations� Since equation ��
 is an expression where

the output label is a function only of the primary input labels� the OPE has been obtained�

This technique has a complexity of O�I
� where I is the number of interconnections in the

logic diagram since each interconnection is visited once in the formation of the OPE�

Although the OPE algorithm based upon circuit diagrams is e�cient with respect to

the size of the circuit� many times it is desirable to compute the spectral coe�cients of

a circuit before it is realized� In particular� spectral based synthesis algorithms typically
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use some compact representation of the function as input� One compact way of describing

a Boolean function is to utilize its BDD� which provides the motivation for computing a

circuit output probability using a BDD description as input� For the purposes of computing

spectral coe�cients� it is su�cient to compute the output circuit probability for the case

where the input variables are all equally likely to be ��� or ���� Thus it is not necessary to

compute the OPE and then evaluate it for the case where all Xi � ��� since this probability

may be computed directly from the BDD�

A BDD is a graphical representation of a Boolean logic circuit that consists of nodes

representing input variables and function output values� These nodes are interconnected by

directed edges with the initial node and internal nodes representing function input variables

and the terminal nodes representing function output values� Each internal node and the

initial node has two directed edges pointing to another node� one of the edges is activated if

the input variable is at logic value ��� and the other is activated if the logic variable is at

logic value ���� A complete discussion of BDDs may be found in ��� ��� ��	�� In ���� some

restrictions were placed upon the formation of BDDs that allowed several e�cient algorithms

to be de�ned for their manipulation�

As an example of a BDD� consider the function de�ned in equation ��
�

f�x
 � x�x�x� � x�x�x�x� � x�x�x�x� � x�x�x�x� � x�x�x�x� � x�x�x� ��


This function would require a truth table with �� entries to be completely speci�ed since

there are � primary inputs� However� the BDD representation of this function in Figure � is

quite compact�

The BDDbased algorithm for the calculation of the output circuit probability does not

have the exponential complexity of the algebraic method mentioned above nor does it require

a circuit diagram description of the Boolean function� Only the functionality of the circuit

is required which can be expressed in a very compact manner using BDDs� In the remainder

of this paper� we will utilize the form of BDD as de�ned in ��� and we will occasionally refer

to some of the BDD algorithms cited there as well�

The following lemma expresses an important result concerning the BDD of a logic func

tion�

Lemma � For any one particular combination of input variables� at most one path will be

activated between the input node and node j where j is any node in the BDD other than an

input node�

Proof�

If possible� let there be more than one path activated between the input node and node

j� This implies that at least one of the nodes between the input node and j has both of its
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outgoing arcs activated for the given input condition which is an impossibility in a BDD�

Therefore� there is at most one path activated for a given input condition� �

It should be noted that a particular path may not exist between the input node and j

for some input conditions�

The algorithm for computing a circuit output probability using the BDD of the function

and assuming that all inputs are likely to be ��� or ��� is described by the following steps�

Probability Assignment Algorithm

STEP � Assign probability � � for the input node�

STEP � If the probability of node j � Pj � assign a probability of �

�
Pj to each

of the outgoing arcs from j�

STEP � The probability� Pk� of node k is the sum of the probabilities of the

incoming arcs�

Lemma � In the probability assignment algorithm� the probability Pk is the probability that

there exists a path from the input node to the node k�

Proof� Consider a single parent node� j� and one of its child nodes� k� Given that j has been

reached initially� the probability that an arc from j to k is activated for a given set of input

values is �

�
since every input or internal node in a BDD has two exiting arcs� The probability

that the parent node� j� has been reached is Pj � Thus� the probability that the node k has

been reached given that j has been reached is the conditional probability� Pkjj �
�

�
Pj� From

lemma �� it is shown that for a given set of input conditions there exists only one path from

the input node to the node� k� Therefore� the overall probability that node k is reached� Pk�

is the sum of all conditional probabilities that the incoming arcs to k are activated� �

During the traversal of the BDD� a probability is assigned to each node� This is the

probability that the node is reached for a given set of input variable probabilities of the

function� Each node probability is a member of a probability space containing �n exper

iments� The node probabilities have the desirable feature of depending only upon their

immediate predecessor node probabilities�

As an example of the probability assignment algorithm� consider the Boolean function

expressed in equation ��
�

f�x
 � x�x� � x� ��


The truth table for equation ��
 is given in Figure 	 and the corresponding BDD is given

in Figure �� It is easily seen from the truth table that the probability that the output is a ���
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is �

�
� Using the algorithm above� each node in Figure � is labeled with the probability that

it is reached� and it is seen that the terminal ��� node does indeed have the value �

�
� ������

As mentioned before� this algorithm is applicable only to BDDs that are formulated

with restrictions on the variable orderings similar to those �rst presented in ���� The reason

for this constraint is to ensure that no infeasible paths are utilized in the node probability

calculations� For example� if a node corresponding to variable xi is the input node and

this node is also present internally in the graph� the straight forward application of the

probability calculation would include the possibility of assuming xi is at logic ��� on the

input node and it is at logic ��� on the internal node� This is clearly an infeasible path

since it does not exist for a �xed set of function inputs� To eliminate infeasible paths� it is

su�cient to constrain all parent nodes to have an input variable index value less than that

of their children nodes�

� Calculation of Spectral Coe�cients

By de�nition� the spectrum of a Boolean function is obtained by multiplying a transfor

mation matrix by the function�s output vector ����� Although this is not necessarily the

way coe�cients are calculated in practice� this de�nition is convenient for analyzing spectral

transforms� The result of the vectormatrix product is termed a spectral vector and it is

composed of elements that are referred to as spectral coe�cients�

The type of information that the spectral coe�cients yield depends upon the form of

the transformation matrix� One way to interpret the meaning of each spectral coe�cient is

to view it as a measure of correlation between two Boolean functions� These two Boolean

functions are the function being transformed� f�x
� and a constituent function� fc�x
� With

this viewpoint� the constituent function is a Boolean function whose output vector is identi

cal to a row vector in the transformation matrix that is used to generate a speci�c spectral

coe�cient� Thus� a transformation matrix may be represented as a collection of constituent

functions each of whose output vectors are identical to the various row vectors of the trans

formation matrix�

The following example illustrates an example calculation of a spectrum of a Boolean

function� In this example� all logic ��� values are replaced by the integer value� ��� and all

logic ��� values are replaced by the integer value� ��

Example � Example of the calculation of the spectrum of a Boolean function

f�x
 � x�x� � x�x�x� � x�x� � x�x� ��
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The truth table for this function is shown in Figure � and the transformation matrix to

be used is shown in Figure ��

The resulting spectral vector is given in equation ���
�

ST �������� ����� ����� �� ����� ���


These spectral coe�cient values may be interpreted as correlation measures between the

constituent functions shown to the left of the transformation matrix and the transformed

function� For example� the last coe�cient in the spectral vector indicates that the constituent

function� x��x��x�� has a correlation measure of �� with the function that was transformed�

x�x��x�x�x��x�x��x�x�� The relationship between a spectral coe�cient and a coe�cient

of correlation is formally developed in the following subsection� All of the mathematical

details of this formulation may be found in ��	��

��� Relevant properties of spectral coe�cients

This section will develop some relevant properties of spectral coe�cients that are used in the

derivation of the algorithm presented in the following section� These de�nitions are used in

the remaining sections of this paper�

� n is the number of input variables of a Boolean function�

� Nm is a positive integer that has a value equal to the number of outputs of f�x
 that

are identical to those of fc�x
 �number of matches
 for all possible common input

combinations�

� Nmm is a positive integer that has a value equal to the number of outputs of f�x


that di�er from those of fc�x
 �number of mismatches
 over all possible common input

combinations�

� Sf �fc�x
� is the spectral coe�cient associated with the function� f�x
� and the con

stituent function� fc�x
�

� Rf �x
 is a realvalued function that maps the output of a Boolean function� f�x
� from

logic value ��� to �� and logic value ��� to � for a given set of input values� x�

� C is a coe�cient of correlation between two real valued discrete functions and is de�ned

as�
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C �
�

�n

n��X
i	�

�Rf �xi
�Rfc�xi
� ���


� pm is the percentage of matching outputs between a constituent function and a function

to be transformed�

� pm� is the percentage of of matching outputs between a constituent function and a

function to be transformed that are at a logic ��� value�

� pm� is the percentage of of matching outputs between a constituent function and a

function to be transformed that are at a logic ��� value�

Two useful properties of spectral coe�cients are provided in the following two Lemmas

that �rst appeared in �����

Lemma � For a given function f�x
 and a given constituent function fc�x
 the resulting

spectral coe�cient is given by�

Sf �fc�x
� � �n � �Nmm � �Nm � �n ���


Proof� The maximum possible absolute value of a spectral coe�cient occurs when a row

of the matrix is equal to the function output vector or when each component of the vector is

the negative of the corresponding entry in the transform matrix row� Hence� the maximum

possible absolute value of the spectral coe�cient is jSF �Fc�x
�j � �n indicating ���� positive

or negative correlation between F �x
 and Fc�x
� Indeed in this case� either F �x
 � Fc�x
 or

F �x
 � Fc�x
� Each mismatch present in the function output vector and the corresponding

matrix row entry always produces a product value of �� Therefore� Nmm mismatches result

in a negative partial sum of �Nmm� The only other possibility is a match which is the

complement of mismatches and always produces a product value of ��� Since the spectral

coe�cient for and F �x
 and Fc�x
 is the di�erence between the number of matches� Nm� and

the number of mismatches� Nmm�

SF �Fc�x
� � Nm �Nmm

� Nm � ��n �Nm�

� �Nm � �n

Likewise� substituting Nmm�

SF �Fc�x
� � Nm �Nmm

� ��n �Nmm��Nmm

� �n � �Nmm
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Hence� SF �Fc�x
� � �n � �Nmm � �Nm � �n� �

Lemma � The following property of spectral coe�cients holds�

Sf �fc�x
� � �Sf �fc�x
� ���


Proof� Let the number of mismatches between the inverse of the constituent function�

Fc�x
� be denoted by N �
mm and the corresponding matches denoted by N �

m�

Thus� N �
m � Nmm� Using this fact and the results from Lemma ��

SF �Fc�x
� � �n � �Nmm

� �n � �N �
m

� ���N �
m � �n


� �SF �Fc�x
�

�

The following Lemma shows the relationship between a spectral coe�cient and the cor

relation between two functions�

Lemma 	 The spectral coe�cient� Sf �fc�x
� is directly proportional to the coe�cient of

correlation between f�x
 and fc�x
�

Proof� As given in the de�nition above� the coe�cient of correlation is given by equation

���
 as�

C �
�

�n

n��X
i	�

�Rf �xi
�Rfc�xi
� ��	


Where� xi� is the ith unique minterm� Note that each product in the summation of the

series is either � or ��� Thus we can replace
Pn��

i	� �f�xi
 � fc�xi
� with Nm � Nmm� From

the results of lemma �� Sf �fc�x
� � Nm �Nmm� Substituting Sf �fc�x
� into ���

C �
�

�n
Sf �fc�x
� ���


Hence� Sf �fc�x
� is directly proportional to C with a constant proportionality coe�cient

of �n� �

Similar results can be proven for other de�nitions of spectral coe�cients� For instance�

the ReedMuller transform ���� ���� can be de�ned as a vector of values where each component

is the number of matching logic ��� outputs �calculated as pm� � �n
 between the function

to be transformed and a constituent function�
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��� Relevance of OPEs to spectral coe�cients

Since we can compute the spectral coe�cients given the value Nm or Nmm� an e�cient way

to compute these quantities will in e�ect provide an e�cient way to calculate the spectral

coe�cients� Furthermore� if we know the percentage of the matching outputs of a constituent

function and the function to be transformed �denoted by pm
� we can easily compute Nm �

pm�n� This observation is the basis behind the algorithm to compute the spectral coe�cients�

In order to determine pm� we need to use logic equations that indicate when the outputs of

the constituent function and the function to be transformed match� It is trivial to show that

such logic equations can always be formed by using the logical AND of these two functions

for the case when both output a ���� and� the logical NAND of these two functions when

both output a ���� A formal de�nition of these types of functions follows�

De
nition � A function that is formed by taking the logical AND or NAND of a constituent

function and a function to be transformed is called a �composite function� and is denoted by

fcomp�x
�

Therefore� in order to compute the value pm we only need to �nd the probability that

both functions simultaneously output a logic ��� value �pm�
 and the probability that both

functions simultaneously output a logic ��� value �pm�
� By forming the BDD of the two

fcomp�x
 functions� pm� and pm� are simply the probabilities that the terminal node of logic

value ��� is reached�

In Lemma � an important result is given relating the spectral coe�cients and the fcomp�x


functions� This result is presented by using the concepts of canonical sumofproducts �SOP


and productofsum �POS
 forms of Boolean expressions�

Lemma � Nm � Nm� � Nm�� where Nm� � the number of minterms terms in a canonical

SOP form of f � fc and Nm� � the number of maxterms terms in a canonical POS form of

fc � f

Proof� All Boolean expressions may be expressed by indicating the output value corre

sponding to each of its �n minterms �this is in fact a truth table
� A canonical SOP form

for a Boolean expression is the inclusiveOR of all minterms that produce a logic ��� output

����� Hence� the number of minterms present in a canonical SOP expression represents the

number of times the function output is at logic value ����

Likewise� Nm� is equal to the number of maxterms in a canonical POS form of f�fc since

this expression will be at logic ��� if and only if both f and fc output ��� for a common set

of inputs�

Since Nm is the number of times a constituent function� fc�x
� and a function to be

transformed� f�x
� have identical outputs for a common set of inputs�
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Nm � Nm� �Nm� ���


�

The relationship between the output probability of a composition function and Nm is

established in Lemma ��

Lemma �

Nm � �n�� � �ff � fcg � �ff � fcg� ���


Proof� �ff � fcg yields the probability that the function f � fc produces a logical ����

Therefore� � � �ff � fcg is the probability that f � fc produces a logic ���� Since f � fc

will output a ��� if and only if both f and fc are at ����

pm� � �� �ff � fcg � � �
�

�n
�Nm�
 ���


Likewise� �ff � fcg yields the percentage of minterms of f � fc that produce a logic ���

for the function� f � fc� Since f � fc will output a ��� if and only if both f and fc are at ����

pm� � �ff � fcg �
�

�n
�Nm�
 ���


Substituting �� and �� into �� and observing that pm � pm� � pm��

Nm � �n�pm� � pm�� � pm�
n ���


Thus� the de�nition of Nm is satis�ed and the proof is complete� �

Based on the results of the previous Lemmas� we can now prove that a spectral coe�cient

may be calculated based upon circuit output probabilities�

Theorem �

Sf �fc�x
� � �n�� � ���ff � fcg � �ff � fcg
� ���


Proof�

From Lemma ��

Sf �fc�x
� � �Nm � �n ���


From Lemma ��

Nm � �n�� � �ff � fcg � �ff � fcg� ���


Substituting �� into �� and simplifying�

Sf �fc�x
� � �n�� � ���ff � fcg � �ff � fcg
� ��	


�
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Corollary � A compact expression for Sf �fc�x
� is�

Sf �fc�x
� � �n��pm � �� ���


Proof� From Theorem ��

Sf �fc�x
� � �n�� � ���ff � fcg � �ff � fcg
� ���


Substituting equations ���
 and ���
 into equation ���
�

Sf �fc�x
� � �n���pm� � pm�
� �� ���


From the de�nition pm�

Sf �fc�x
� � �n��pm � �� ���


�

In order to use the governing relationship between the circuit output probability and

the spectral coe�cients given in equation ���
 to formulate an algorithm� the following

observations are made� The value pm is obtained by using the BDD based output probability

calculation algorithm presented in the previous section� pm is computed as the sum of pm�

and pm� which are obtained by applying the output probability calculation algorithm to the

BDDs formed by two composition functions denoted by f�comp�x
 and f�comp�x
� These

composition functions are given by f�comp�x
 � fc�x
 � f�x
 and f�comp�x
 � fc�x
 � f�x
�

Thus� to form a spectral coe�cient it is only necessary to apply the output probability

algorithm to the BDDs of the composition functions and then compute the following�

pm� � �ff�x
 � fc�x
g ���


pm� � �ff�x
 � fc�x
g ���


Sf �fc�x
� � �n���pm� � pm�
� �� ���


The algorithm for the e�cient computation of spectral coe�cients is stated as�

Ecient Spectral Coecient Computation Algorithm

STEP � Formulate the BDDs for the two composition functions using

the APPLY algorithm�

STEP � Use the output probability calculation algorithm to form the

composition function BDDs�

STEP � Compute pm� � �ff�x
 � fc�x
g and pm� � �ff�x
 � fc�x
g�

STEP � Compute Sf �fc�x
� � �n���pm� � pm�
� ���

�	



These results show that the calculation of spectral coe�cients is translated to the problem

of output probability calculations of composition functions� In most methods that utilize

spectral techniques for digital logic circuits� fc�x
 is much less complex than the function

to be transformed� f�x
� For example� in the synthesis algorithm described in the following

section� we present a method for synthesizing a function by decomposing it into a collection

of much simpler constituent functions� The decomposition is accomplished by using the

information contained in the corresponding spectral coe�cients�

��� Example of the e�cient spectral coe�cient computation al�

gorithm

This subsection will provide example of the application of this algorithm to a �input logic

function is given�

Example � Example of the e�cient calculation of a spectral coe�cient using output prob�

abilities and BDDs�

The function to be transformed� f�x
� is given by equation ���
�

f�x
 � x�x� � x� ���


The constituent function for this example� fc�x
� is given as�

fc�x
 � x� � x� ���


The BDD for equation �� is given in Figure �� The BDD for the composition function�

f�x
 � fc�x
 is given in Figure �� and the BDD for the composition function� f�x
 � fc�x
 is

given in Figure ��

In order to compute the spectral coe�cient determined by the constituent function given

in equation ���
� the values pm� and pm� are computed using the output probability algo

rithm� The node probabilities are shown on the composition BDDs� These values are�

pm� � ��� ��	


pm� � ����� ���


Next� the spectral coe�cient is computed as�

Sf �fc�x
� � �������� � �����
 � �� � � ���


Applying the de�nition of a transform to this problem would have resulted in computing

the dotproduct of two vectors with �� elements each� The use of �fast� algorithms proposed

��



by ��� and ���� are prohibited since the inclusiveOR based transform does not yield a sparse

or recursively de�ned transformation matrix �an example of this transformation matrix for

�input variables is given in Example �
� Further� the application of the spectral calculation

algorithm presented in ��� ��� ��� may result in the formation of a very large �integervalued�

BDD since the matrix is not sparse and cannot be recursively de�ned�

� Applications of Spectral Coe�cients

Many applications have been proposed and developed using spectral methods for logic cir

cuits� Some of these include logic synthesis ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� � decomposition

and partitioning techniques ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� � testing ��� ���� ���� ���� � function classi

�cation �	� ���� ����� and others� The application of spectral based methodologies to digital

logic analysis has been studied and developed since the mid�����s in an attempt to use the

vast amount of results that have been very e�ective in areas such as signal processing and

systems analysis�

��� Function decomposition

One of the chief reasons that spectral techniques have not found widespread use and accep

tance is the large complexity associated with the computation of the spectrum of a Boolean

function� For example� in the disjoint decomposition method ����� the functions were limited

to about �� inputs in order to keep the amount of computations manageable� The use use

of alternative� more e�cient spectral computation algorithms such as the one presented in

this paper could prove to be applicable to this problem�

��� Testing using spectral coe�cients

Testing digital logic circuits for stuckat faults is becoming more important as the size

of a typical circuit increases� There have been several methods proposed using spectral

techniques� Most of these methods compute the spectral coe�cients by performing an inner

product calculation using vectors with �n components� If the method requires the entire

spectrum� �n of these innerproducts are computed�

In the work presented in ����� a testing methodology was described where only � or �

coe�cients are used to determine the presence of a fault� This simpli�cation along with the

use of the e�cient method for computing spectral coe�cients proposed here results in a very

e�cient method for testing by verifying spectral coe�cients� In fact� the method proposed

for computing the coe�cients as described here has the advantage that a single coe�cient

can be computed without determining the remaining �n� � coe�cients� Even methods that

��



utilize the entire spectral vector such as the one in ����� could bene�t substantially if a more

e�cient way of computing each coe�cient is employed�

Another advantage is that the spectral coe�cient computation method developed here

could have used logic diagrams instead of BDDs to represent the circuits� This is due to

the fact that an e�cient algorithm for computing circuit output probabilities using logic

diagrams was given in ����� This could be a de�nite advantage in the area of testing since

the logic diagram may be more readily available than a BDD description of the circuit under

test�

��� Function classi�cation using spectral coe�cients

The use of spectral coe�cients has been proven to uniquely specify threshold functions� The

work by Chow in ���� �	� resulted in a formal proof that n � � spectral coe�cients are

su�cient to de�ne a speci�c threshold function� In terms of the de�nitions used in this

paper� the constituent functions that are used to compute these coe�cients are fc�x
 � �

and fc�x
 � xi� where each xi is a primary input to the circuit� Many times this subset of

spectral coe�cients is referred to as the �Chow parameters��

Unfortunately� the Chow parameters do not uniquely specify the Boolean functions that

are the subject of this paper� However� the Chow parameters can used to classify all possible

Boolean functions into various subsets� Many results and further classi�cation results have

been developed based upon studying the properties of the functions in a particular subset

����� Clearly� before any of these functions may be classi�ed� it is necessary to compute their

Chow parameters� The use of an e�cient means for performing this computation would allow

for faster classi�cations� As in the case of the spectralbased testing algorithms discussed

above� the e�cient means for computing the spectral coe�cients described here may be

superior to other methods since it is wellsuited for computing a single coe�cient at a time�

��� Spectral based logic synthesis

Most spectral synthesis methods developed in the past utilized orthogonal� recursively de

�ned� transformation matrices� The synthesis method proposed here is capable of using any

general transformation matrix and is dependent on the use of error functions in an iterative

fashion� Figure �� illustrates the overall structure of the synthesis methodology� In fact�

we have identi�ed several ways that the use of spectral coe�cients may be applied to the

combinational logic synthesis problem� This paper will only discuss one of these methods�

later papers will present results from the other methods�

User supplied input consists of the BDD representation of the function to be synthesized

and optionally� the maximum number of inputs per gate� Ninp� and preferences of the types

of gates� fGtg� to be used� The two optional parameters� Ninp and the set fGtg are used to

��



determine the set of constituent functions� fFc�x
g� that are used to construct the spectral

vector�

The following list of procedural steps provides a detailed description of logic synthesis

process depicted in Figure ���

Input Circuitry Iterative Logic Synthesis Algorithm

STEP � Formulate the composition BDDs using fFc�x
g and F �x
�

STEP � Apply the Probability Assignment Algorithm to the composition

BDDs�

STEP � Compute the spectral coe�cients using equation ���

STEP � Choose the largest �in magnitude
 spectral coe�cient�

STEP 	 Realize the function Fc�x
 that corresponds to the chosen

coe�cient in step 	�

STEP � Compute the BDD representation of the error function�

e�x
 � Fc�x
� F �x
�

STEP � If e�x
 indicates that there are w or fewer errors� go to step ��

Otherwise iterate on the synthesis by going to step � and use

e�x
 as the next function to be synthesized�

STEP � Combine all the intermediate realizations of the various chosen

Fc�x
 functions using the � operator and directly

realize the function e�x
 for the remaining w or fewer errors�

This technique generates twolevel treetype circuits� For twolevel realizations� each

chosen Fc�x
 is realized in the �rst stage of the circuit with one multiinput logic gate� The

second stage consists of a single combination gate that uses the outputs of all of the chosen

constituent functions as its� inputs� The circuits resulting from this synthesis technique are

completely fanout free �CFOF
 and have the desirable property of requiring a set of test

vectors equal to the number of primary circuit inputs to test all possible single stuckat

faults� As discussed in ����� the use of spectral design techniques for logic synthesis is known

for the ability to produce easily tested circuits� The diagram in Figure �� indicates how the

twolevel circuit is constructed with each iteration�

The following theorem states the properties necessary to ensure the convergence of this

synthesis algorithm�

Theorem � Any given boolean function� F �x
� may be realized with the synthesis technique

if the transformation matrix formed by using the output vectors of the constituent functions

as row�vectors is of full�rank�

��



Proof� This proof is a statement that any N vector can be produced as a combination of a

subset of vectors from the set of vectors that are linearly independent over N space� Each

Boolean function to be realized is viewed as a N vector with components from the binary

�eld� The synthesis procedure described in the preceding text �chooses� a matrix row in

each iteration �each row corresponds to a constituent function
 to be �combined� with an

appropriate combining operator� This process forms the output vector of the synthesized

function as a combination of row vectors from the transformation matrix� Hence if the trans

formation matrix contains at least N rows that span N space� any function output vector

can be realized by a �nite number of combined transformation matrix rows� �

As with any synthesis method� this one can not realize some functions using a set of

constituent functions that do not form a functionally complete set since the resulting trans

formation matrix will not be of full rank� For example� a function may not be realized if all

constituent functions use only the AND operator�

� Complexity Analysis

This section provides a discussion of the complexity of the various algorithms presented

in this paper� First� the complexity of the probability assignment algorithm and spectral

coe�cient calculations are presented followed by the complexity of the synthesis algorithm�

	�� Complexity of the probability assignment algorithm

The BDD based algorithm for the computation of circuit output probabilities involves the

traversal of a BDD from the input node to the terminal nodes� This enables the output

probability of the function represented by the BDD to be computed with a complexity equal

to O�j E j
� where j E j is the number of edges or interconnections in the BDD�

	�� Complexity of the spectral computation algorithm

The necessary information for the calculation of the spectral coe�cients is pm� pm can be

conveniently determined as the sum of pm� and pm�� The values pm� and pm� are obtained

with a complexity of O�j Ecomp j
 where Ecomp is the number of edges present in the BDDs

of the two composition functions�

If the algorithm APPLY proposed in ��� is used to form the composition function BDDs�

the resulting complexity is O�j Efc jj Ef j
� Where j Efc j is the number of edges in the

BDD of the constituent function� fc�x
� and j Ef j is the number of edges in the BDD of

the function to be transformed� f�x
� This bound is very good since for most transforms

the constituent functions are very small as compared to the function to be transformed�

��



In the general case however� constituent functions may be as complex as the function to be

transformed� or� even more complex� Since the bounding operation in the spectral coe�cient

calculation algorithm is the utilization of the APPLY algorithm to form the composition

function BDDs� the total computational complexity is O�j Ef j � j Efc j
�

	�� Complexity of the logic synthesis algorithm

In order to analyze the complexity of the synthesis algorithm it is convenient to consider the

transformation matrix that could be used in lieu of the more e�cient method for computing

spectral coe�cients provided in the preceding section� The matrix would consist of several

rowvectors each of dimension �n� Thus� the computation of a single spectral coe�cient would

require �n scalar multiplications� Clearly� this is an exponentially bounded computation�

However� if the output circuit probability technique is used� the complexity is reduced from

O��n
 to O�j Efc jj Ef j
 for each spectral coe�cient�

Since there is a spectral coe�cient computed for each member of set fFc�x
g� the overall

algorithm complexity will depend upon the set size� Suppose the constraint Ninp � � is

imposed� This means that the resulting circuit must contain only �input logic gates� If all

�� possible �variable logic functions are present in the set fFc�X
g� the total number of

rows in the transformation matrix can be easily computed as shown in equation ��� This

calculation simply considers all possible combinations of the primary inputs for a twoinput

gate� Since there are �� total constituent functions� the number of combinations is multiplied

by �� The reason � is used instead of �� is because each member in the set of constituent

functions has an inverse that is also in the set� Thus by Lemma 	 the Sf �fc�x
� value for a

particular fc�x
 is simply the negative value of the spectral coe�cient for fc�x
 so it is not

necessary to compute the spectral coe�cient for both�

�

�
n

�

�
� 	�n
�n� �
 � 	n� � 	n ���


Added to this value is n � � additional matrix rows for the computation of the Chow

parameters ���� yielding a total number of rows equal to 	n� � �n � � � O�n�
 in rowsize

complexity of the matrix�

Therefore� the total complexity of the one iteration of the synthesis algorithm is O�n��j

Efc jj Ef j
�� A further observation is that an e�cient variable ordering of a BDD can result

in the number of edges being of order� O�n
� ���� ��	�� Thus the total complexity of an

iteration of the synthesis algorithm is O�n�
 assuming e�cient BDD orderings and equal

complexity of the BDDs used to express F �x
 and each member in the set fFc�X
g�

��



	 Synthesis Example

In this section� an example of the synthesis technique is given� In the example� it is assumed

that there are no restrictions on the number of inputs per constituent function and that only

XOR� AND� and the ANDORINVERT �AOI
 functions may be used�

Consider the realization of the function as shown in Figure ��� Since a �ve input function

is depicted� the set of constituent functions is chosen according to the constraints discussed

above along with the knowledge that the function to be synthesized has � inputs� The set

of constituent functions always includes functions that are equal to each component of the x

vector and the Fc�x
 � � function �i�e�� the Chow parameters
� These values are especially

useful since they indicate the correlation between the output of the function with respect to

each of its inputs�

First� the composition function BDDs are computed� Next� the spectral coe�cients are

computed using the probability assignment algorithm and equation ���

In the �rst iteration� the maximum absolute valued spectral coe�cient is �� and cor

responds to an AOI constituent function� Since the AOI constituent function� Fc�x
 �

x�x� � x�x� � x�� produced the largest spectral coe�cient �in magnitude
� it is chosen and

the �rst portion of the circuit is realized as shown in Figure ���

The error function is computed with respect to an exclusiveOR operator since it is the

most robust in terms of the possible operators available for providing the combining stage

in the circuit� This robustness is due the fact that an XOR can be used to change a � to

� error as well as a � to � error� The following list describes the properties that determine

which gate type may be used as an error operator� Since the XOR is capable of correcting

all errors� it is used in this algorithm�

�� XOR � x� � � x� errors may be ��� or ���

�� AND � x� � x and x� � �� all errors must be ���

�� OR � x� � � � and x� � � x� all errors must be ���

After� the �rst iteration� the BDD of the error function is computed by using the APPLY

algorithm with F �x
 and x�x� � x�x� � x� as inputs� The resulting BDD is shown in Figure

�	�

The synthesis algorithm requires � more iterations to completely realize the desired cir

cuit� On the second iteration� the constituent function� Fc�x
 � x�x�x�� produces the largest

spectral coe�cient �SF �Fc�x
� � ��
 and is chosen as a term in the �nal circuit� The next

iteration indicates Fc�x
 � x�x�x� should be used since it has the highest valued spectral

coe�cient �SF �Fc�x
� � ��
� Finally� a single term remains� x�x�x�x�x�� and it is chosen to

directly realize the circuit� The complete circuit is given in Figure ���
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 Conclusion

In this paper� we developed a new e�cient method for computing the spectrum of a Boolean

function using BDDs� The theoretical relationships between circuit output probabilities and

spectral coe�cients of Boolean functions were developed� BDDs were used to calculate the

output probabilities which in turn were used to compute the individual spectral coe�cients�

The complexity of the new technique has also been analyzed�

The capability to compute individual spectral coe�cients expands the realm of appli

cations of spectralbased CAD techniques� As an example we present a synthesis approach

that iteratively realizes various levels of the circuit based upon the spectral coe�cients of the

partially realized subcircuit� This synthesis method can be customtuned for the inclusion of

the XORs and various optimization parameters such as delay� area� testability� and power�
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Figure �� Transformation Matrix for Example Spectrum Calculation
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Figure ��� Flowchart of TwoLevel Synthesis Technique
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Figure ��� BDD of Function for Synthesis Example
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Figure ��� First Iteration of TwoLevel Synthesis of Example �Function�
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Figure �	� BDD of the Residual Function After the First Iteration
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Figure ��� Final Circuit using the Design Process
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